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Control systems for lab on chip devices require careful characterisation and design for optimal
performance. Traditionally, this involves either extremely computationally expensive simulations or
lengthy iteration of laboratory experiments, prototype design, and manufacture. In this paper, an
efficient control simulation technique, valid for typical microchannels, Computed Interpolated Flow
Hydrodynamics (CIFH), is described that is over 500 times faster than conventional time integration
techniques. CIFH is a hybrid approach, utilising a combination of pre-computed flows and
hydrodynamic equations and allows the efficient simulation of dynamic control systems for the
transport of cells through micro-fluidic devices. The speed-ups achieved by using pre-computed CFD
solutions mapped to an n-dimensional control parameter space, significantly accelerate the evaluation
and improvement of control strategies and chip design. Here, control strategies for a naturally unstable
device geometry, the microfluidic cross-slot, have been simulated and optimal parameters have been
found for proposed devices capable of trapping and sorting cells.

1 Introduction
Cells are exposed to fluid forces in a variety of physiological
contexts,1,2 including blood flow, air movement in lung aveoli,3–5
and shear stress on cardiomiocytes6,7 and platelets.8,9 Microfluidic devices, with similar length scales to blood vessels and
other biological fluid channels, enable the construction of a customised biomimetic environment in the laboratory. By customising the channel geometry, and hence the fluidic environment of
cells, forces can be applied to cells that mimic those encountered
in vivo.10–12 In addition, microchannels can also include features
such as constrictions,13 precisely tuned outlet sizes,14,15 junctions16 and pillars17 to direct and sort cells based on their size and
behaviour in flow. High throughputs can be obtained by making
use of these geometric structures, allowing large numbers of cells
to be processed rapidly. However, the force profiles and sorting
decisions are static – encoded in the geometry at manufacturing
time.
Cells are dynamic, exhibiting both rheological characteristics18
and active biochemical responses to applied force.19 The response
to externally-applied forces by cells is complex and non-linear,
due to interactions between membrane structure, internal
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organelles in the cell and viscous behaviour of the internal fluid.
Pathological conditions, such as diabetes, modify the biochemical properties of red blood cells, changing the force response.20–22
The malaria parasite modifies both the membrane chemistry and
the internal structure of red blood cells, causing a dramatic
increase in red cell stiffness.23,24 Environmental forces also
provoke active responses, such as stem cells differentiating;25
blood vessel endothelial cells changing stiffness;26 and healthy
cells becoming malignant.27,28
Investigating dynamic behaviour, such as the response to
varying forces applied to a cell in realtime, requires active
control. Complementary technologies, such as electric
fields;29,30 magnetism;31,32 optical forces;33 and surface acoustic
waves,34 are often used to impose forces on suspended cells in
microchannels. In contrast to these technologies, the use of
the fluids to directly manipulate cells offers a preparation-free,
biomimetic approach with a low risk of cell damage. In
addition, the use of direct fluid manipulation allows multiple,
independent, fluid control systems to be densely integrated on
a single chip.35 However, the interactions between actuators;
the control algorithms; the cells under test and the dynamics
of the fluid must be characterised in order to develop an
efficient controller. Testing and characterisation of control
algorithms experimentally is both time consuming and
expensive. A large number of iterations is typically required to
develop and tune an optimal controller. Not only is this time
consuming experimentally, but may also be expensive in terms
of reagent and sample costs. This ultimately limits the scope
for optimisation and the complexity of systems that can be
feasibly attempted. Flow geometry may require refinement
Lab Chip, 2011, 11, 2343–2351 | 2343
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and therefore the manufacture of new prototypes, with the
attendant lead times and costs. Therefore, simulation of
dynamic microfluidic systems is critical to the development of
this field.
The greatest limitation of existing simulation techniques is that
the computation time required is prohibitively long. Consequently, control simulations using these techniques are impractical and limit experimentation with control system design;
control tuning parameters; and geometry. A common general
approach for simulating problems of this nature formulates the
system as a set of coupled systems that must be solved iteratively.36 This is known as the fluid-structure interaction problem,
where the structure in this case is a cell. Using this solution
method, the fluid system is initially solved with an initial
approximate cell location. The forces resultant on the cell are
then calculated and cell deformation is estimated using a finiteelement solid mechanics model of the cell. The fluid domain is
then re-meshed based on the new cell deformation and a new
solution to the fluid system is computed. This process repeats
until the error between successive solutions has been reduced
significantly.
After the error has reduced, net acceleration of the cell can be
computed from the resultant forces and integrated to find an
updated cell position. Using a standard numerical quadrature
algorithm, such as a fourth-order Runge–Kutta algorithm, the
iterative process described earlier must be repeated at least three
further times to successfully integrate the acceleration to find an
updated position. This process then repeats for every time step.
Even for very efficient computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
solvers and small solid mechanics models, each iteration step
may take many hours on modern computer systems.
However, when the solid body can be described as a simple
geometric shape and the flow can be considered to be minimally
perturbed by the presence and motion of the solid body,
a simplified approach based on the hydrodynamic drag equations can be used. Many cells can be approximated as spheres or
ellipsoids and hence lend themselves well to this approach.
Recently, this approach was used to model the motion of
bacterial cells in a passive microfluidic trap.37,38 A background
flow was computed for the microfluidic trap geometry and the
bacterial motion was computed using hydrodynamics. However,
in that study only a steady state flow with static boundary
conditions was considered. In this paper, a hybrid approach,
using a combination of precomputed flows and hydrodynamic
equations is developed, allowing a dynamic control system for
cells to be efficiently simulated.
In this study, it is demonstrated that the simulation technique
can be used to characterise and design a control system to
capture, trap and manipulate cells in a microfluidic cross slot
(Fig. 1). First used to study polymer extensional hysteresis,39 the
microfluidic cross slot has recently been extended to study
polymer beads and cells.40 Due to the geometry and fluid
boundary conditions in the device, a saddle point is formed in the
centre of the channel, resulting in purely extensional flow. This
exerts a force on the cell at the centre of the fluid channel,
stretching it (Fig. 1a). Once the cell has been captured by the
device, the cell can be redirected to one of the two outlets
(Fig. 1b). Control over the cell position can be indirectly achieved
by modifying the relative flow rates (Fig. 1c).
2344 | Lab Chip, 2011, 11, 2343–2351

Fig. 1 Stretching (a) and sorting (b) cells using microfluidics. A red
blood cell is shown (not to scale) undergoing stretching due to extensional
flow. Fluid velocity, as indicated by the streamlines, results in shear stress
on the cell; causing it to stretch. Sorting (b) can also be achieved using this
device by directing cells toward one of the two outlets. Control of the
shear, saddle point position and therefore position of the cell in the
microfluidic cross can be effected by changing the relative flow rates of
the inlets and outlets (c). For example, a higher relative flow rate through
Inlet 1will result in the saddle point moving to right, relative to the centre
of the channel. Shear can be adjusted by modifying the overall flow rate.

2

Methodology

The method proposed in this paper, Computed Interpolated
Flow Hydrodynamics (CIFH), significantly reduces the computation time compared to a conventional fluid-structure interaction approach, such that each step can be computed in less than
a second. Three primary strategies are employed to achieve this:
the motion of the cell is decoupled from the fluid, avoiding the
expensive iteration between the fluid and solid mechanics
models; the time evolution of the fluid system is treated as
a Linear Time Invariant system, allowing flow solutions to be
computed ahead of time; and flow solutions are interpolated,
allowing the flow parameters to be varied continuously within
the solution space.

Fluid-cell coupling
For small Reynolds numbers in the regimes of creeping and
Stokes flow (Re ( 1), the expensive computation of
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
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fluid-structure interactions can be reduced to a closed-form
equation known as the Bassett-Boussinesq-Oseen equation
(BBO).41,42 These equations use the hydrodynamic drag of the
cell, along with its mass and viscosity to compute the acceleration
of the cell in an ambient fluid. Drag correction factors for
spherical and aspherical shapes are well-known, allowing great
flexibility across a range of cell types without requiring direct
computation of the solid mechanics.
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Time independence of the fluid system
In the regime of Stokes flow, the inertia terms of the Navier–
Stokes equations are negligible. Therefore, the flow solution can
be completely described by the geometry and boundary conditions. As inertia is negligible, there is nothing to cause the fluid
system to diverge from the time independent steady-state solution for a given input. This is analogous to a Linear TimeInvariant (LTI) system in signal processing theory – for a given
input stimulus, the output is always identical, regardless of the
time history of the system. As the fluid system is decoupled from
the cell solution, the varying location of the cell over time does
not change the time invariant properties of the flow. This allows
flow solutions to be computed independently of the control
simulation.
Interpolation of flow solutions
Finally, the LTI properties of the fluid system are utilised to
reduce the number of flow solutions required by the simulation.
As any combination of flow parameters (e.g., boundary conditions) could be demanded by the fluid control system, it is
necessary to efficiently find the solution to the flow for an arbitrary combination of flow parameters. This is achieved by
discretising the flow parameters onto a grid of available solutions
and interpolating between these available solutions, yielding an
efficient method for generating the required flow solution. As for
finite element methods, this method is accurate provided the
discretisation is chosen to minimise abrupt changes in the
solutions.
The overall process is summarised in Fig. 2. Firstly,
a controller (Fig. 2a), which may be any multiple-input multipleoutput (MIMO) discrete controller, demands a change to the
flow parameters (in this example, flow rates) based on the cell
location. Simulations of flow actuator noise and resolution are
mixed into the flow parameters at this point. Secondly, the flow
parameters are mapped to a grid of available flow solutions
(Fig. 2b and inset). Next, the flow solutions closest to the
demanded flow parameters are identified (Fig. 2c). These solutions are then interpolated to generate the flow solution for the
flow parameters demanded by the controller (Fig. 2d). Finally,
the equations describing the cell motion, the BBO equations are
integrated to provide the location of the cell for the next time step
(Fig. 2e). These processes are discussed in detail in the following
sub-sections.

requested by the controller. This is computationally expensive
and time consuming, especially when simulating a large number
of control scenarios. Even for a two-parameter system, the
number of CFD runs required would be large in order to fully
cover the space. Instead, in the present approach, the space is
sampled and an interpolation approach is used to evaluate the
flow field between these sample locations.
Flow solutions are obtained over an n -dimensional grid of the
input parameters. The number of input parameters will be largely
dictated by the complexity of the flow geometry and the degrees
of freedom of the system. These flow solutions can be computed
by any means, including a general-purpose CFD solver such as
VIPER or FLUENT. As these flow solutions are computed once and
then stored for future simulations, subsequent CIFH simulations
are very efficient.
Each flow solution is treated as a node on a parameter space
grid (see Fig. 2b for a two-dimensional example). In a process
analogous to that used by the finite element method, the
parameter nodes are meshed to form grid elements (in 2D, these
are quadrilaterals). The meshed domain therefore encloses the
space of input parameters for which there are solutions available.
Any set of valid input parameters will be fully enclosed by exactly
one parameter grid element‡. The parameter grid can then be
efficiently and rapidly searched by an algorithm such as an
Alternating Digital Tree.43
During execution of the control simulation, flow parameters
demanded by the controller are mapped onto the parameter
mesh (see Fig. 2c). The element that encloses these parameters is
then identified and linear interpolation is performed between the
CFD solutions that comprise the element nodes (Fig. 2d). This is
similar to the linear interpolation scheme used in the finiteelement method, where the interpolation typically takes place
between individual scalars rather than complete solutions.
Finally, to reduce the computational overhead associated with
interpolating a number of large meshes, the interpolations are
evaluated using a lazy evaluation scheme.44 Instead of computing
the interpolated values for each node in the resulting CFD
solution, these values are only computed when needed by the
simulation code and then cached in memory until the flow
parameters are updated again.

2.2 Cell dynamics
A fourth-order Runge–Kutta integration scheme is used to
integrate the cell velocity and hence simulate the evolution of its
position over time (Fig. 2e). Provided the dimensions of the
microchannel are large relative to the cells under consideration,
cell dynamics can be decoupled from the fluid dynamics of the
system. Therefore, the evolution of the cell position is independent of the fluid dynamics solutions and changes to the cell
position, orientation or shape do not require new flow solutions
to be obtained. However, cells will display inertial effects due to
finite size and mass. These effects are described by integrating the

2.1 Flow field generation
Typically, in order to model the response to the changing fluid
boundary conditions, a computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
solver would be used to predict the flow field at every flow rate
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011

‡ At element intersections, more than one element will enclose the set of
input parameters. In this case one is arbitrarily chosen, as the nodes over
which the interpolation takes place are identical in the plane of
intersection.
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Fig. 2 CIFH control simulation process. A controller uses the cell position as an input to determine a new set of boundary conditions, in this case
relative flow rates (a). Available solutions for these boundary conditions are mapped to a parameter grid, in this case with two dimensional, where each
dimension relates to a flow rate parameter (b). The point marked with an asterisk (*) indicates the demanded combination of flow rate parameters
(shown in the exploded view). The four nodes on the parameter grid forming the element boundary are identified (P,Q,R,S), where each node represents
a complete CFD solution (b,c). The four solutions are then interpolated to find the resultant bilinear-interpolated flow (d). Finally, hydrodynamic
equations are used to compute the motion of the cell and hence the updated cell position (e).

common hydrodynamic equation for particle drag in a flow, the
Bassett-Boussinesq-Oseen equation,42
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For this analysis, buoyancy is ignored as only the in-plane
velocity of the cell within the channel is of interest.
Finally, the sphere drag used for the drag term in (1), i.e.
F ¼ 6pamf(v  u)

(2)

is substituted for the more general inertial drag equation46
(1)

CD ¼

2F
rf pa2 kv  uk2

:

(3)

0



þ mc  mf g
Du
þmf
;
Dt
where mc and mf are the cell and fluid mass, respectively; mf is the
fluid viscosity; a is the cell radius; g is the acceleration due to
gravity; v is the cell velocity vector; and u is the fluid velocity
vector. The equation is reduced in complexity by taking into the
account the following factors: the Faxen terms (V2u) can be
neglected when a/l  1, where l is the channel length scale,
a condition which holds except for very small channels or large
cells;42 and the integral term (known as the history term)
approaches zero for Reynolds numbers less than 1.42,45 Additionally, the primary aim in this work is to model scenarios where
the cell is already present in the flow and does not start from rest,
hence reducing the importance of the history term in this case.
2346 | Lab Chip, 2011, 11, 2343–2351

This formulation is equivalent to that in (2), but lends itself more
readily to describing aspherical shapes such as ellipsoids.46 In the
examples described in this paper, we employ CD ¼ 24/Rec for
drag on a sphere at low Reynolds numbers.
Hence, expressing the masses in terms of areal density,
dv
1 rf d
¼
ðv  uÞ
dt
2 rs dt
1 rf

CD kv  ukðv  uÞ
2 rs
rf Du
þ
:
rs Dt

(4)

Where the cell is known to be undergoing deformation due to
fluid forces, the drag coefficient CD can be additionally varied to
simulate the change in hydrodynamic behaviour due to the shape
change. The drag correction factors for ellipsoids are well
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
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known,42,47 allowing motion of aspherical cells such as red blood
cells to be simulated. Additional behaviours are easily integrated
into the simulation. For example, red blood cell tumbling,48,49
could be simulated by estimating the rotation rate from the
capillary number49 and applying the appropriate combination of
the drag factors for axial- and normal-axis flow around an
ellipsoid.42
The BBO equations are also valid for simulations containing
a number of cells by approximating the cells as an ensemble of
single cells. For practical concentrations of cells, limited by the
ability of the imaging system to reliably identify individual cells,
this approximation is accurate. Any cell moving through a fluid
produces a disturbance field in the fluid. For a single cell, the
effect of this disturbance field is compensated for within the BBO
equations. However, the effect of disturbance field from neighbouring cells cannot be compensated for. The disturbance field
affects the base flow rate by just 10% at a distance of 5 diameters
from the cell,46 where the cell velocity is similar to the fluid
velocity and the fluid and cell densities and viscosities are similar.
Hence, the motion of cells for linear concentrations less than or
equal to one cell per 5 diameters can be approximated by an
ensemble of single cells moving through a fluid with minimal loss
of accuracy.
For small cells, it may be important to model particle diffusion. This is a straightforward addition to the overall method,
using the random-walk method of Ghoniem,50 where particle
positions are modified at each time step based on a Gaussian
random distribution that is scaled based on the Schmidt number
of the particles in the carrier fluid.
2.3 Control system
A simple control algorithm, based on PID (proportional integral
derivative) control is used in this paper to control cell position
(Fig. 2a). The control algorithm can be defined in terms of a pair
of independent one-dimensional PID algorithms (one for each
axis of control x and y), as
e ¼ xs  xc

(5)

Ð
f ¼ K(e + KDe_ + KI edt),

(6)

where e is the error, xs and xc are the desired and actual positions
of the cell, respectively and K, KI and KD are the proportional,
integral and differential gains, respectively.
CIFH is not limited to the simulation of PID control algorithms – any discrete control algorithm can be simulated using
this method. Additionally, the simulation is efficient enough to
be run in realtime inside the control loop for model-based
control.
2.4 Actuator modelling
A limitation of the interpolation approach to modelling the
change in boundary conditions is that it assumes that a change
from one boundary condition to another can be undertaken
instantaneously, regardless of the physical plausibility of this.
However, for a non-turbulent, viscous flow, the response time of
the fluid system will be dominated by the response time of the
actuator controlling the fluid flow rate. Hence, fluid response
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011

time is incorporated with the actuator response time to give an
effective system response parameter. In this paper, actuator
response has been modelled as a first order system, which will
exponentially converge on a final value at a rate determined by
the system time constant

dq 1
¼ qfv  q ;
dt s

(7)

where q is the flow rate, qfv is the final value of the flow rate (the
demand flow rate) and s is the time constant. While a simple first
order model has been used, the actuator model can be extended
in the general case to a discrete transfer function with higher
order responses and incorporate non-linear behaviours such as
actuator hysteresis.
A typical practical actuator is also limited by positioning
resolution. The sources of error in an actuator may include
digitisation resolution and noise; sensor accuracy and the
response of the positioning controller. The limiting response of
the controller can be modelled by (7). Digitisation noise and
resolution are modelled by first quantising the demanded value
to the actuator resolution, followed by the addition of zero mean
white noise (Fig. 2a), where the noise amplitude is equal to the
half the resolution.
2.5 Observer modelling
The behaviour of a limited observer, for example a camera of
finite resolution, is also modelled. Positional data into the
controller will be limited by the resolution and update rate of the
cell position sensor (in many cases, this would be a camera
coupled with appropriate software). As there is little benefit in
updating the controller parameters faster than input can be
obtained from the sensors, the update rate of the sensors is
modelled by adapting the controller update rate to be equal to or
slower than the projected frame rate of the cell sensor. Resolution is modelled as a digitisation process, similar to the actuator
model described previously, with the position obtained from the
cell tracking model combined with a white noise process (Fig. 2a)
and quantised to the imager resolution.

3

Results and discussion

3.1 Channel geometry
A computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model of the cross slot
geometry was constructed, with a nominal channel width of 100
mm. The Reynolds number, as defined by the channel width and
the average inlet flow velocity, was 1 for a working fluid of water.
By scaling the magnitude of the solutions, flows with lower
Reynolds numbers were also generated. A high-order spectral
element solver51,52 was used to accurately compute the solutions
to the flow. Two-dimensional and three-dimensional geometries
were solved for, with 3D aspect ratios between 0.75 and 2. For
aspect ratios above 1 (channel height equal to channel width), the
flow approached the two-dimensional result and the out-of-plane
velocity was minimal.
As stated in x2.1, a parameter space grid of the possible
solutions is needed to efficiently generate flow fields for the
control system. A non-dimensional parameter for the ratio of the
flow velocities between the two opposing inlets was defined
Lab Chip, 2011, 11, 2343–2351 | 2347
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fx ¼

v1  v2
;
v1 þ v2

(8)

where v1 and v2 are the average inlet flow velocities for inlets 1
and 2, respectively (see Fig. 1c). The flow rate deviation can be
defined similarly for the two opposing outlets.
CFD solutions for over 350 combinations of inlet and outlet
parameters were computed. The two dimensional location of the
saddle point was used to map the change in the characteristics of
the flow with respect to the input parameters. In each case, the
saddle point position was identified using an automated Levenberg-Marquardt optimisation scheme,53,54 whereby a conic
section was fitted to the velocity magnitude field in the approximate vicinity of the saddle point. Validation was performed
using an experimental flow model and PIV (particle image
velocimetry).55,56 Flow velocity fields show excellent agreement at
a number of saddle point locations (comparisons for saddle
points at (0,0); and (0,20) are given in the ESI†). The relationships between the relative inlet flows and saddle point for CFD
and PIV showed good qualitative agreement. In both cases, the
change in saddle point position and flow structures had a piecewise linear relationship, demonstrating that bilinear interpolation can be used to accurately obtain solutions for any
combination of fx and fy within the solution space (Fig. 2).

Fig. 3 Controlling the position of the cell using fluid flow. By adjusting
the relative flow rates in the device, and therefore moving the saddle
point, the flow velocity can be used to direct the cell. Based on this
principle, a feedback control system can be used to position the cell and
stabilise the system. Response curves show the y (vertical) position of the
cell vs. time for case I (solid line); case II (dashed line) and case III (grey
line).

3.2 Trapping simulation
Using the CIFH method, the speed and repeatability of cell
capture and the stability of a cell trap based on a cross-flow
geometry can be assessed in a computationally efficient manner.
Cells enter from one of the inlets, in this case inlet 1 (Fig. 1c), and
are assumed to be suspended in solution. Injection of cells into
the fluid is not simulated, rather it is assumed that the cells were
previously prepared and suspended in the working fluid prior to
device activation or mixed into the working fluid in situ using an
upstream T- or oscillatory-mixer.16 In either case, the location of
the cells within the channel as they are transported by the
working fluid is randomised – only a very small percentage of the
cells will be transported along the channel centreline. In the case
of healthy red blood cells, a parabolic distribution is expected.57
Hence, to investigate the ability of the system to successfully trap
an arbitrary cell that is transported into the device, the control
response was simulated with an initial cell position 15 mm away
from the centreline.
Fig. 3 shows the control response of the cell as it moves to the
saddle point in the centre of the channel for an idealised and two
non-ideal cases (a short video of each case is also available in the
ESI†). Simulation parameters were chosen to model a red blood
cell in the flow, where an average red blood cell is assumed, filled
predominately with solution similar to water and of radius 4 mm.
Relevant parameters for simulation cases I–III are summarised
in Table 1.
Increasing noise and decreasing observer resolution affects
both the stability of the final trap and the time to achieve a stable
trap. As resolution decreases and actuator noise increases,
oscillatory behaviour becomes more prevalent. However, the
overall noise remains low, due to the relative size of the cell and
low flow velocities. Even in the low resolution and high noise case
(Case III), position noise is much less than 1 mm. This is due to
the presence of digitisation noise – the long-term average of the
2348 | Lab Chip, 2011, 11, 2343–2351

Table 1 Parameters chosen for the trapping simulations (x3.2)
Simulation Parameter

Case I

Imaging rate
Cell radius
Cell:Fluid density ratio
Initial y location of cell
Proportional gain, x
Proportional gain, y
Channel Width
Average flow velocity
Reynolds number
Observer resolution
Actuator noise
Actuator time constant

200fps
4 mm
1:1

Case II

Case III

15 mm above centre line
0.2
1.25
100 mm
1 mm s1
0.1  103
Ideal
0.1 mm
1 mm
None
None
1%
0
50ms
100ms

observed location after quantisation will approach the true
value, resulting in a stable trap as long as the cell velocities are
sufficiently small relative to the acquisition rate. Larger time
constants increase the time required to trap the cell, largely due
to the increased time required to initially change the flow rates
when the control system is activated. An increase of the actuator
time constant from 50 ms to 100 ms is sufficient to increase the
overall system damping such that the response moves from an
underdamped response and begins to approach an overdamped
response, further lengthening the trapping time.
3.3 Gain optimisation
For a number of imaging applications, it is important to minimise oscillation of the cell position. Any small movement of the
cell will raise the effective noise floor of the image analysis.
Additionally, in situations where a secondary high-resolution
camera is used to analyse the cell image, it may be necessary to
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
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maintain the cell position within a small region of the channel, as
the secondary camera may have a much smaller field of view than
the imaging device used for control feedback. In the absence of
a closed-form solution for the control response and therefore for
the RMS error, non-linear optimisation techniques provide
a route to optimisation of the control gains. In this paper, the
simulation technique is used to map the space of potential
solutions and therefore locate the region of lowest RMS error.
This kind of optimisation could also be performed online using
an adaptive gain estimation technique.58
Over 180 simulations were run, varying the proportional gain
in the x and y directions. Due to the computational efficiency of
the CIFH technique, these simulations took less than 2 h to
complete on a modern multi-core system, corresponding to
around 10 CPU-minutes (the product of the number of CPUs
and the total runtime of the simulation) per simulation. This
contrasts with the time required to generate the CFD data for the
parameter space, which was in excess of 42 CPU-days. Therefore,
the CIFH technique decreases the simulation time by more than
500 times, once the initial dataset has been generated.
The control system in each case was configured to stably trap
the cell while maintaining a mean flow velocity of 10 mm s1
(Re z 1  103) in the inlet channels; after 20 s of trapping the
cell, the overall flow rates were increased to a mean flow velocity
of 100 mm s1 (Re z 10  103); the cell was maintained in the
trap for a further 20 s before the simulation was terminated.
Fig. 4a shows a contour of the RMS error of the final 20 s (vavg ¼
100 mm s1) of the simulation for each solution. Results for
proportional gains in the y-direction less than 0.04 are not shown
as they did not result in stable cell trap.
As expected, there is a combination of proportional gains
where the error norm is minimised. Additionally, the error in the
y axis is strongly dependent on the gain in the x direction,
demonstrating that the control in the two axes cannot be
considered linear and separable systems. Further improvement
of the steady state error can be achieved with addition of
differential gain. Fig. 4b shows the variation of the error with
varying differential gains in both directions, with the proportional gains fixed at 0.06. By selecting gains that minimise the
error, for example KDx ¼ 0.25, KDy ¼ 0.2 the steady state error
norm reduces from 0.75 mm (proportional-only case) to 0.25 mm
(proportional and derivative control).
3.4 Cell sorting

Fig. 4 The steady state error norm as a function of various PID gains.
The control system sampling rate was fixed at 100Hz and the flow rate
was 100 mm s1. (a) Error as a function of proportional gains in the x and
y directions. Data for Ky < 0.04 is not shown as the system was not stable.
There is a clear region of stability and low error for 0.05 # Kx # 0.12 and
0.04 # Ky # 0.08. (b) Error as a function of differential gains in the x and
y directions. For this study the proportional gains were fixed at Kx ¼ 0.06
and Ky ¼ 0.06.

The modelling technique described in this paper can also be
applied to a simple cell sorting device. The geometry developed
previously is used to simulate sorting of cells into two groups. A
hypothetical device, based on this geometry, with a camera
located above the left hand inlet channel (see Fig. 1b) is presented. A number of metrics could be used to identify and
categorise the cell, including diameter, shape, or fluorescent
response. Using these metrics, the cell would be placed into one
of two categories, corresponding to the fluid outlet to which the
cell should be directed. For this scheme to be effective, the
concentration of the cells in suspension must be low enough so
that the fluid forces applied to one cell do not cause the next cell
in suspension to flow towards the wrong outlet. The simulator
was therefore used to determine the relationship between

concentration and accuracy. Parameters for this simulation are
summarised in Table 2. Channel dimensions and geometry are
the same as those discussed in x3.1. As with the previous simulations, a 4 mm red blood cell was simulated for both cell types. A
practical sorting device based on these parameters could be used
for sorting red blood cells based on their calcium-dependent
fluorescence properties.59
A number of simulation runs were performed, with 200 cells
sorted in each run. Each cell was arbitrarily assigned a cell type,
either alternating between ‘type 0’ and ‘type 1’ or randomly
distributed. To simulate a fixed cell identification time, the cell
type is not assigned until the cell is 50 mm from the centre of the
channel. At the conclusion of each run, the cell type was
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Table 2 Parameters chosen for the sorting simulations (x3.4)
Simulation Parameter

Value

Imaging rate
Cell radius
Cell:Fluid density ratio
Initial y location of cell
Proportional gain, x
Proportional gain, y
Differential gain, y
Channel width
Average flow velocity
Reynolds number (water)
Observer resolution
Actuator noise
Actuator time constant

200fps
4 mm
1:1
Near centre line
None (no control of x axis)
0.8
0.05
100 mm
10 mm s1
1  103
0.1 mm
None
100ms

compared with the outlet port where the cell exited the fluid
domain. The percentage of cells that exited through the correct
outlet was used as a measure of the sorting success rate. Cells
were inserted into the flow by the simulator at an number of
different average injection rates. These injection rates were varied
with a Gaussian distribution, with a standard deviation of 10% of
the mean, to model the uncertainty present in a real dilution or
injection scheme. A number of average rates, from one cell every
20 mm up to one cell every 80 mm, were simulated.
The resulting cell sorting success rates are shown in Fig. 5. For
each cell concentration, 200 cells were simulated with an alternating distribution of cell types, representing the worst case, and
a further 400 cells were simulated with a random distribution,
representing the more common case. Excellent accuracy (95%) is
achieved with a mean distance between cells of 75 mm and above.
By factoring in the expected accuracy of the imaging system in
correctly identifying a given cell type, the overall system accuracy

of a fluid-based cell sorting design can be estimated. This allows
the system to be optimised for the throughput and accuracy
demands of a given application.

4

Conclusion

An efficient, accurate and flexible method for simulating the
control of suspended cells in microfluidic systems has been presented. It is expected that this method, CIFH, will have wide
applicability in the design of new and sophisticated feedback
control systems for microchannels. As the control simulation is
based on a discrete time stepping method, a large number of
existing control algorithms and techniques can be simulated
using this technique. The method can take advantage of any flow
solver, allowing the use of complex flow geometries. Careful
choice of the parameter space and refinement of the parameter
grid can be used to improve accuracy in cases where the CFD
solutions become non-linear with respect to the control parameters. Additionally, the simple actuator models presented in this
paper can be extended with measured transfer functions and
hysteresis effects of real actuators to simulate the real world
behaviour of complex systems.
Compared with earlier, conventional techniques, large
improvements in the speed of the simulation have been demonstrated. These efficiency gains have been effected by employing
three primary strategies: decoupling cell motion from the flow
solver; using an LTI model to represent the change in flow
boundary conditions over time; and interpolating between
similar flow fields over multiple degrees of freedom. For the data
presented in this paper, the generation of CFD flow fields took 42
CPU-days to complete, whereas a typical control simulation,
such as those discussed in x3.3 takes under 10 CPU-minutes.
Conservatively, the speed-up is well over 500 times when
compared to a time-stepping CFD method.
The CIFH control simulation method has been demonstrated,
by way of example, using a microfluidic cross slot. It has been
shown that active PID control can be used to stabilise and
capture a cell in the centre of the microchannel. Secondly, the
efficiency of the technique allowed an exhaustive study of the
control gain space to be performed to determine the optimal
gains to minimise error. Finally, a proposed device for cell
sorting has been investigated and the effectiveness of sorting
quantified.
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